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Cue Card
Searching for Content
Getting the most out of your CCC! search:

**Tip:** Searching on CCC! is concept-based, not a literal search like Google

*Example:* If you are teaching “Life as We Knew It” for middle school Language Arts, search CCC! for natural disasters to focus on events within the novel

**Tip:** Use the drop down menus to browse by subject

*Example:* Select SCIENCE from the Curriculum Menu and then BIOLOGY from the Subject Menu to see all Biology titles

**Tip:** Enter a grade range to narrow these results. Start with a broader grade range than you might ultimately want—you can always narrow further!

*Example:* Select grades 4 through 8 if you teach sixth grade. It’s always easier to narrow further than get frustrated with too few results
Getting the most out of your CCC! search:

**Tip:** Search for a *specific concept* by leaving the drop down menus blank and putting a keyword in the keyword search box.

*Example:* Search for Cell Division. If that returns too many results, revise and search for a more specific concept like Mitosis.

**Tip:** Search for *related concepts*.

*Example:* If you are teaching a unit on Velocity, also search for acceleration, motion, force, etc.